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Abstract
Purpose of Review Optimal timing for catheter ablation of ventricular tachycardia is an important yet unresolved subject.While it
is clear that it is indicated with relatively advanced disease, it is still uncertain how early it should be recommended. In this
review, we will focus on the status of timing of catheter ablation for VT in patients with ICD therapies.
Recent Findings The latest expert consensus statement added a new timing indication for catheter ablation after the first episode
of monomorphic VT, in patients with ischemic heart disease and an ICD.
Summary Early referral for catheter ablation reduces the number of VT recurrences; however, an impact on mortality has not
been demonstrated yet. Guidelines and real-world data alike show an increasing trend to refer patients after the first VT episode in
ICD patients. Randomized clinical trials powered to assess mortality are essential in order confirm the beneficial effects of an
early strategy.

Keywords Catheter ablation . Ventricular tachycardia . Ablation timing . Implantable cardioverter-defibrillator . Antiarrhythmic
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Introduction

Ventricular tachycardia (VT) is an important cause of morbid-
ity and mortality in patients with structural heart disease.
Implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs) enhance sur-
vival by effectively terminating VTs; however, ICD shocks
are associated with an increase in mortality and a reduction of
quality of life [1–5]. One of the main approaches to reduce the
risk of shocks is the optimization of ICDs by programming
high-rate and delayed therapy windows [6, 7]; nevertheless,
shocks are not eliminated, and additional therapies are often
required to prevent such events. The main two options are
antiarrhythmic drug (AAD) therapy and catheter ablation

(CA). Different antiarrhythmic drugs have been associated
with increased mortality in patients with structural heart dis-
ease; some can be ineffective at controlling ventricular ar-
rhythmias or can be poorly tolerated [8–10]. The only drugs
that have shown a reduction in VT episodes, in randomized
clinical trials (RCTs), are amiodarone and sotalol. RCTs have
demonstrated that these drugs can reduce VT recurrences in
patients with an ICD; however, their efficacy is moderate,
with no benefit on overall mortality and significant side effects
[11–15]. Nonetheless, based on the current expert consensus
statement [16••], referral for catheter ablation is usually
prompted by failure of AADs to control VT episodes. In this
review, we will focus on the status of timing of catheter abla-
tion for VT in patients with ICD therapies.

Guidelines

The latest expert consensus [16••] Class I indications to cath-
eter ablation for patients with ischemic heart disease include
(1) ablation of VT storm refractory to AAD therapy; different
papers demonstrated a benefit in terms of recurrences and
mortality in this group [17–19]. A meta-analysis [20] on pa-
tients undergoing catheter ablation for VT storm showed that
the odds of death were four times higher after a failed proce-
dure compared with those with a successful one, and that
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failure of the acute procedure carried a high mortality risk. (2)
In patients with recurrent VT despite chronic amiodarone ther-
apy, catheter ablation is recommended in preference to esca-
lating AAD therapy. In the VANISH randomized clinical trial
[21], a significantly lower rate of the composite primary out-
come of death, ventricular tachycardia storm, or appropriate
ICD shock was observed among patients undergoing catheter
ablation than among those receiving an escalation in antiar-
rhythmic drug therapy. (3) Patients with ischemic heart dis-
ease and recurrent VT, despite AAD therapy or when AAD
therapy is contraindicated or not tolerated. This is based on
prospective trials [22–24] that showed how VT recurrences
were associated with increased mortality, hospitalization and
worse quality of life.

Indications for non-ischemic cardiomyopathy (NICM)
have strengthened compared to the 2017 guidelines [25].
Recommendations gained a Class I indication based on
long-term data [26–28], for electrical storm refractory to
AAD therapy or recurrent VT where medications are ineffec-
tive, contraindicated, or not tolerated in order to reduce VT
recurrences and ICD shocks.

Optimal timing of catheter ablation is an important yet
unresolved subject. Guidelines started raising the issue in
2009 [29] by searching what density or frequency of VT war-
rants ablation, whether patients should receive prophylactic
VT ablation after ICD implantation before recurrence of VT
and if ablation could eliminate the need for an ICD. While
prospective studies have focused on the aspect of prophylactic
ablation and comparison with ICD therapy, there are currently
no published RCTs addressing the first question. The only
data available so far come from retrospective trials [30, 31]
comparing an early ablation versus a late referral strategy in
patients with structural heart disease; evidence was provided
that an early strategy improved VT-free survival. All these
studies had an influence on the evolution of the Guidelines
leading to a new timing indication. First the 2015 ESC
Guidelines [32] and recently the Expert consensus [16••] rec-
ommended catheter ablation with a class IIa and class IIb
indication respectively, after a first episode of sustained VT
in ischemic patients with an ICD (regardless of the type of
ICD therapy).

Real-World Data

The attitude toward the timing of ablation tends to reflect
locally available expertise and logistics. Data from the 2015
survey of the European Heart Rhythm Society (EHRA) report
that ablation was the treatment of choice in ischemic cardio-
myopathy (ICM) patients after the first ICD shock due to VT
in 13.3% of Centers [33]. In 2017, a new EHRA survey was
conducted [34], showing that patients with ischemic cardio-
myopathy and impaired left ventricular ejection fraction

(LVEF), presenting with their first episode of hemodynami-
cally stable sustained monomorphic VT, despite beta-blocker
therapy, were treated with VT ablation in 62.0% of the
responding centers; amiodarone was typically used as first-
line treatment in 19.7%. In patients with non-ischemic etiolo-
gy, the preferred initial strategy was catheter ablation in 37.1%
of the centers and amiodarone in 41.4%. All centers (100%)
indicated that the appropriate treatment for a patient with is-
chemic cardiomyopathy presenting multiple appropriate ICD
shocks despite long treatment with amiodarone would be VT
ablation; this was recommended in 89.8% of patients with
non-ischemic cardiomyopathy. The reported data show that
an increasing number of centers across Europe perform cath-
eter ablation after the first ICD shock, following the release of
the 2015 ESC guidelines, despite a weaker strength of recom-
mendation. Unfortunately, real-world data based on such large
surveys from American centers are not available.

VT Ablation Timing

Retrospective Trials

Three retrospective trials have been published on the timing of
VT ablation in patients with ICD therapies. Frankel et al. [30•]
reported a single-center experience on 98 consecutive patients
with sustained VT and structural heart disease (both ICM and
NICM), referred for the first catheter ablation procedure.
Ninety-six percent of patients had an ICD implanted prior to
ablation. They were divided into two groups: late referrals
were defined as those with 2 or more episodes of VT, with
the first and most recent episode separated by at least 1 month;
all others were considered early referrals. Patients referred late
for VT ablation were more likely to be on high dose amioda-
rone. Long-term outcomes showed that the early referral
group had improved VT-free survival compared to the late
group. In multivariate modeling, only early referral retained
independent, statistically significant association with VT-free
survival. Dinov et al. [31] investigated a similar population of
300 patients. The timing to ablation groups were different:
early ablation strategy (group 1), consisting of patients ablated
within 30 days after the first documented VT; delayed ablation
strategy (group 2), patients ablated between 1 month and
1 year after the initial VT; very late ablation strategy (group
3), CA was performed > 1 year after the first documented VT.
Patients referred for VT ablation within 30 days after the first
documented VT were the only group who had improved both
acute and long-term success rates. The authors also analyzed
the impact of timing on cardiac mortality reporting that early
ablation strategy was not associated with improved survival;
however, VT recurrence was associated with cardiovascular
mortality. Romero et al. [35] included 669 consecutive pa-
tients who presented for their first percutaneous catheter
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ablation of sustained monomorphic VT, in addition to ICM
and NICM they also included subjects without structural heart
disease. Their definition of early vs late referral was not de-
fined by time but by the number of failed orally administered
AADs before referral for catheter ablation; hence, timing be-
tween VT onset and CA were not available. Patients were
divided into 2 groups: (1) failure of no AAD or a single
AAD to control VT (single-drug failure) or (2) failure of > 1
AAD to control VT (multidrug failure). They analyzed VT-
free survival, cardiac transplantation free survival, and overall
survival. The authors report that patients with NICM-related
VT who were in the multidrug group had substantially worse
outcomes of arrhythmia recurrence, heart transplantation, and
mortality compared with patients referred for ablation follow-
ing no drug failure or single-drug failure. Whereas, there was
no influence in patients without structural heart disease. In the
ICM group, multidrug failure was associated with worse ven-
tricular arrhythmia free survival and overall survival; howev-
er, the association was weaker; this was predominantly influ-
enced by worse outcomes in patients with failed amiodarone
treatment and it is consistent with the VANISH study where
any amiodarone failure was associated with worse outcomes
in ICM.

A systematic review and meta-analysis of clinical out-
comes of these three studies [36•] confirmed that early abla-
tion was associated with an improvement in VT-free survival
in patients with both ICM and NICM, as well as fewer com-
plications. However, there was no significant association with
lower mortality, probably because they were underpowered to
detect a mortality benefit due to limited follow-up, the limited
sample size, and small number of deaths. One of the critical
aspects underlined in this analysis is that there is no standard
definition of early or late referral. Factors like clustering, fre-
quency, and severity of VT are not taken into account, making
the comparison less stringent.

However, retrospective data provide a solid background to
support the need for prospective randomized studies to con-
firm the benefits of an early referral for catheter ablation of
ventricular tachycardia in structural heart disease.

Prospective Trials

Randomized controlled trials addressed the issue of prophy-
lactic catheter ablation in patients with ischemic cardiomyop-
athy. Even though the majority of patients included did not
have an ICD implanted at enrollment, these are important data
on early referral of catheter ablation after a VT episode and the
impact on subsequent ICD therapy. The SMASH-VT [37]
study included 128 patients with a history of myocardial in-
farction, who underwent ICD implantation for secondary pre-
vention (for ventricular fibrillation, hemodynamically unsta-
ble ventricular tachycardia, syncope with inducible ventricular
tachycardia during invasive electrophysiological testing), or

received an appropriate therapy after primary prevention indi-
cations. Patients were randomized to ICD implantation alone
or ICD implantation plus catheter ablation; during follow-up,
no patient received an antiarrhythmic agent (other than beta-
blockers). Patients in the ablation group had a 73% reduction
in the risk of receiving subsequent ICD shocks; there was even
a trend toward decreased mortality in the ablation group, al-
though it was not statistically significant. The VTACH trial
[38] enrolled 107 patients with previous myocardial infarction
who had an indication for an ICD as secondary prevention
after documented stable clinical VT. Patients were random-
ized to either VT ablation followed by ICD implantation or
implantation alone. Drug management during follow-up was
at the discretion of the investigator. Patients in the ablation
group had a longer time free of any VT or VF recurrence,
fewer appropriate ICD shocks, and fewer hospital admissions
for cardiac reasons than did patients with an ICD only; there
was no difference in mortality between the groups. The SMS
study [39] published by the same group was a complement to
the VTACH trial, as it had a similar design but it enrolled 111
patients with unstable ventricular arrhythmias. In contrast with
the two previous studies, prophylactic catheter ablation did
not prolong the time to first ventricular arrhythmia recurrence.
The reasons for this differencewere probablymultiple, includ-
ing different ICD programming, mapping and ablation strate-
gy, drug management fluctuations, and the asymmetrical loss
to follow-up of the two arms. However, catheter ablation was
associated with a > 50% reduction in the total number of ICD
therapies throughout follow-up.

The CALYPSO pilot randomized study [40] aimed at test-
ing whether early use of catheter ablation of VT is superior to
AAD introduction at reducing mortality. Twenty-seven en-
rolled patients with IHD and an ICD were randomized to
CA or AAD if they received an ICD intervention (≥ 1 ICD
shock or ≥ 3 ATPs). The limited sample size and the follow-up
period (3 months) did not show any significant difference in
the two arms. This was a useful pilot study that showed the
difficulty to conduct trials for early referrals, because of sub-
stantial obstacles to enrolling patients in a multicenter RCTs
comparing a strategy of early CA with a strategy of AAD.
This was due to the common clinical practice of starting
AAD before ablation, resulting in a population referred for
CA with progressed disease when drugs have already failed.
An important alternative design was in the VANISH study
[21] where patients were randomized to CA or escalated drug
therapy after failing an AAD, showing a significant benefit in
the composite endpoint of death, VT storm, or ICD shock in
the ablation arm in relatively advanced disease patients, fail-
ing however to show improvement with respect to mortality
alone. This led to the ongoing VANISH 2 trial (ClinicalTrials.
gov Identifier: NCT02830360) that aims to define the best
first-line therapy for VT, randomizing patients with a prior
myocardial infarction to catheter ablation or AAD
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introduction after a VT event. The objective is to evaluate a
reduction in the composite outcome of death, appropriate ICD
shocks, VT storm, or treated sustained VT below the detection
rate of the ICD.

A meta-analysis that included these five published RCTs
[41] showed that patients in the ablation arm were significant-
ly less likely to experience ICD shocks, VT storm, and cardiac
hospitalization. However, no benefit was seen in all-cause
mortality.

The latest RCT published on this topic is the BERLIN VT
[42•]; the main difference with the previously randomized
trials is that it compares prophylactic catheter ablation to a
deferred strategy, instead of non-ablative treatments. At en-
rollment, 159 patients were randomly assigned, to receive
catheter ablation for VT either before ICD implantation or
after the third appropriate ICD shock for VT. The primary
composite endpoint was all-cause death and hospitalization
for heart failure or arrhythmia, and secondary end points were
recurrent episodes of VT and change in quality of life at 1 year.
The study was interrupted for futility because at the interim
analysis, the primary endpoint increased sufficiently in the
prophylactic treatment arm reaching the futility stopping
boundary. The authors concluded that preventive VT ablation
before ICD implantation did not reduce mortality or hospital-
ization for arrhythmia or worsening heart failure during a 1-
year of follow-up, compared with the deferred ablation strat-
egy. The lack of benefit of prophylactic catheter ablation in
this study is not surprising as it seems. A combination of
factors including the study design and population made the
trial underpowered to examine a hard endpoint like mortality.
The population had a relatively high LVEF (≥ 30%), ICDs
were programmed to reduce shocks, the use of AADs was
not pre-specified, and the follow-up period was too short to
discern between such groups. Chance seemingly played a role
as well; all-cause mortality was reported in 6 patients in the
preventive ablation group including 1 case of endocarditis
post TAVI procedure, 4 non-cardiac deaths, and one of un-
known cause, whereas the only death cases reported due to
arrhythmias were in the deferred ablation arm. An interesting
aspect on the timing of ablation comes from the observation
that, in the deferred ablation group, most physicians and pa-
tients did not adhere to the protocol and catheter ablation was
performed after 1 or 2 ICD shocks. This echoes a shared
opinion by some electrophysiologists in the community that
three shocks may be too long to wait and reflects the real-
world records available.

What We Learned from RCTs: In Medio Stat Virtus

Evidence from recent RCTs points to a lack of net benefit of
prophylactic ablation of VT at the time of ICD implantation.
Even though there is a reduction in the number of recurrences,
there is no advantage in terms of mortality, and it does not

eliminate the need for an ICD no matter how early it is per-
formed. In view of its unfavorable cost-benefit ratio, it is un-
likely that prophylactic catheter ablation of VTwill be applied
in clinical practice. On the other hand, we learned that defer-
ring the timing of ablation to an undefined future definitely
poses an increased risk for arrhythmia recurrence, with a prob-
able adverse effect on the subsequent clinical course. Hence,
what future randomized clinical trials need to address is when
to perform ablation between these two extreme timings, even
more so because that is where the majority of patients are.
Patient recruitment of this population in RCTs is challenging.
First, the difficulty to enroll subjects at the right time, since
referral to large academic centers occurs when AADs have
failed and the disease is more advanced. Second, limited du-
ration of the available follow-up time, comorbidities and ad-
vanced age may concur to overall non-cardiac mortality, thus
increasing the difficulty of proving a mortality benefit.
Composite endpoints including mortality can certainly in-
crease the number of events and shorten the follow-up period
but they need to be chosen carefully.

In our opinion, the right timing for catheter ablation would
be after ICD implantation but before AAD therapy, and an
ICD shock could be the pivotal point in the natural history
of the disease for randomization and risk stratification, being
an intervention with prognostic value.

Prophylactic Versus True Timing Ablation Trials

The RCTs published so far were a comparison of strategies;
however, none were true timing trials designed to randomize
patients with ICDs in two different moments of the natural
history of VT.

The issue of timing of ablation in patients with VT recur-
rences leading to an ICD shock is investigated in the ongoing
PARTITA randomized clinical trial (Does Timing of VT
Ablation Affect Prognosis in Patients With an Implantable
Cardioverter-defibrillator? ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier:
NCT01547208). This is the only study to randomize patients
after the first ICD shock reflecting real-world practice pat-
terns. It is a prospective randomized multicenter study, where
patients are followed-up with automatic daily remote monitor-
ing. All patients with an ICD, with ischemic and non-ischemic
cardiomyopathy (both primary and secondary prevention), are
enrolled and followed-up until their first appropriate ICD
shock (Phase A). After the first appropriate shock delivered
for VT, patients are randomized (Phase B) to either the control
group (ablation after the next electrical storm) or the immedi-
ate VT ablation arm. The primary endpoint is a composite of
heart failure hospitalization and death from any cause; the
follow-up period is 2 years after the ICD shock. The second-
ary endpoints include the correlation of the first appropriate
ICD shock to the burden of previous VTs (Phase A), cardiac
death, recurrent electrical storm, and recurrent VT (Phase B).
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The study began in September 2012 and at the time of writing,
there are 16 European sites actively enrolling. Non-ablative
policies of the protocol aim to give insight on the natural
history of ventricular tachycardia after ICD implant.
Abstention from the use of AADswill help observe the natural
progression and burden of the arrhythmia with the use of
remote monitoring. Standardized device programming,
reflecting current clinical practice, with long detection inter-
vals favoring antitachycardia pacing (ATP), will help analyze
the predictive role of ATPs on ICD shocks.

Similarly to other trials, the primary mortality endpoint is
composite and in this case includes heart failure hospitaliza-
tion; the fact that death from any cause is used instead of
cardiac death could make it more challenging to demonstrate
a net benefit. Secondary endpoints however target the specific
relationship between timing of catheter ablation and cardiac
death, which is the missing link that is needed.

Clinical Decision-making

The current practice in our center is shown in Fig. 1. In pa-
tients naïve to VT (Fig. 1(A)), we tend not to use AADs unless
they are required for other arrhythmias, up-titrate beta-
blockers when ICD interventions occur, and recommend the
use of home monitoring. In case of a shock, we reprogram the
device when possible to delay therapies and perform catheter
ablation when > 2 shocks occur in 12 months. Therapeutic
strategies after failed VT ablation are less standardized and
depend on the clinical characteristics of the patient and of
the ventricular tachycardia. Multicenter data have shown that

a repeated catheter ablation is usually performed after multiple
electrical shocks or electrical storm and having failed amioda-
rone and multiple other AADs, more commonly in NICM
[43]. In our center (Fig. 1(B)), we usually discharge patients
after CA with a home monitoring device, an optimized med-
ical therapy without AADs. In case of ATPs, beta-blockers are
up-titrated when possible. In case of an ICD shock, we tend to
perform CA earlier (after 1 shock) in patients with an ischemic
substrate, whereas we prefer AAD therapy in NICM patients
and save catheter ablation after further recurrences.

In case of refractory VT storm to all the above-mentioned
treatments, surgical autonomic modulation is a reasonable op-
tion. The principle of sympathetic modulation is based on the
fact that the autonomic nervous system plays an important role
in triggering and maintaining ventricular tachycardia. Indeed,
beta-adrenergic receptor blockers are a standard therapy used
for neuromodulation that aim to block sympathetic transmis-
sion. Surgical interventions such as cardiac sympathetic de-
nervation (CSD) that target the stellate ganglia by video-
assisted thoracoscopy can reduce the burden of sustained VT
and ICD shocks [44]. The 2017 Guidelines [25] and the
Expert consensus [16••] consider this emerging therapeutic
option reasonable in patients with VT storm after beta-
blockers, AADs, and VT ablation have failed.

Management of VT Patients in the COVID-19 Era

In this historic moment, it is timely to analyze how the man-
agement of patients with VT is going to change due to the
Coronavirus pandemic.

Fig. 1 Flowchart demonstrating current clinical practice in our center for
the timing of VT ablation in VT-naïve patients (A) and after catheter
ablation recurrence (B). AAD, antiarrhythmic drug; ATP, antitachycardia

pacing; CSD, cardiac sympathetic denervation; ICD, implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator; VT, ventricular tachycardia
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Following the outbreak, the common decisional pattern of
all European Centers was to adapt to the National Health
Authorities request to shut down elective procedures, thereby
allowing a shift of personnel and equipment resources in favor
of the Intensive and Nonintensive Covid Care Units. As a
result, and according to a recently published survey from our
Institution [45], the number of non-urgent procedures dropped
almost to zero. The number of VT ablation procedures, there-
by performed only on an emergency indication, decreased
roughly by 85% with respect to the pre-outbreak metrics.

What Will the Foreseeable Future Look like?

Patient visits and especially referrals will become more diffi-
cult; this will also have an impact on enrolment and follow-up
in trials. Due to the important impact on morbidity and mor-
tality of ventricular tachycardia, it will be our duty to intensify
the activity of remote monitoring, to ensure prompt recogni-
tion of evolving arrhythmia patterns, chasing “warming” pat-
terns, setting “earlier” indications to VT ablation as compared
to the current behavior, to avoid progressive deteriora-
tion of the arrhythmia and overall clinical course. Home
monitoring will become crucial in evaluating the disease
progression, adjusting therapy accordingly and shorten-
ing referrals.

Considering the interactions of Class III agents with drugs
used for the treatment of viral infection, their use might be
reduced due to their impact on QT prolongation. The resulting
reduced shelter could lead to an increased susceptibility to
arrhythmias that should be treated by catheter ablation.

Lastly, there is increasing evidence of elevated troponin
levels in COVID-19 patients [46, 47]; while at the moment
we are uncertain whether this could lead to a significant car-
diac damage and substrate for ventricular tachycardia, we
should be prepared to a potential increase in vulnerability to
ventricular arrhythmias and risk stratification in this new
scenario.

Conclusions

Indication to catheter ablation is usually recommended when
AADs have failed to control VT recurrences and ICD shocks,
in patients with a more advanced disease. There is a growing
amount of evidence that an early referral for ablation reduces
VT recurrences, though a benefit in terms of mortality has not
been demonstrated yet. This however led to a Guideline indi-
cation to consider ICD patients for ablation after the first VT
episode. Real-world data suggest that it is an increasingly
common clinical practice to evaluate patients for catheter ab-
lation earlier in the natural history, in order to avoid the dem-
onstrated negative impact on patients’ quality of life and pos-
sible side effects of drugs. Randomized clinical trials powered

to assess mortality are essential in order confirm the beneficial
effects of an early strategy.
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